Game Rules and Contents

play SenTech employee(s) do not participate in rituals but rather take part in
the oversight and facilitation of the game play. In effect they are the game
masters. The SenTech employee(s) are in charge of overall coordination of
game play. This includes deciding where the ceremonies take place as well
as making sure all players understand the game at all times and coordination
of the ritual symbolic presentation.

Game Contents

Game Play

Included in a full game set:
Game board
Game rules
Amulet(s)
Ritual cards
Location cards
Starter tokens
20 sided dice

On the first day of game play, on your turn you can choose your starting
point on the board.

Place your amulet on your starting location. If you have the small game board,
roll the 10 sided dice, if you have the large game board roll the 20 sided
dice to then be told where to go. On your roll, you can move in whatever
direction you choose, but once you chose a direction you can not go backwards
on the board. Each move is counted by passing a space with information
written on it. Place a starter token on the location you start from once you
Nonoki
begin moving your amulet. At the final space that your roll leads you to, you
place your amulet. Read the contents on that space and a SenTech employee(s)
Nonoki is a LERP (Live Experience Role Play) table top board game that can will pull the cards that the space signifies to take.
be played by 2 - 22 players. The number of players for the game is dependent on the size of the board game played on. The large game board (140cm x For all other days of game play, your starting location is on the space of
260cm) can play up to 22 people. The small game board (70cm x 130cm)
your amulet’s final position from the previous days ceremony.
can play up to 10 people. The LERP has the potential to be played every
day, but it is best to structure the game into campaigns lasting 1, 3, 5, 7, or Every space on the board will include at minimum one ritual, one location and
10 days. If you decide to play it for a longer duration it is best to break
one method. If there is nothing printed on the space other than the method
the game play into segments with breaks in between. Each day of the game then you have the basic number of elements (1 ritual, 1 location, 1 method).
play campaign consists of an opening ceremony where the board game is
Otherwise you may find on your space one or more of these variables printed
used, and 4 hours of New Ritual Tendency that is determined by the events on the game board:
of the opening ceremony. After each day of New Ritual Tendency, it is
Ritual x2 (choose two rituals)
recommended that the players meet back at the site of the opening ceremony Ritual x3 (choose three rituals)
to close out the day’s event. This daily closing can be used as a means of Location x2 (choose two locations)
reflecting on the events that transpired during the New Ritual Tendency
Fortune (you are told a fortune)
for each player.
Handicap (you are given a handicap)
this symbol designates a portal. If you cross a portal space you can
Ghost / Avatar
transfer onto any other portal on the board and continue moving the amount
of spaces you have left in your turn from that portal.
A ghost is an Anacriptist from the planet Arkwelpsat Peigytrofa who, through
SenTech’s patented Neural-Link technology, is able to link into a human
The cards will be pulled and read out loud by the SenTech employee(s).
avatar who has consented to playing Nonoki. The link is made through the They will then be shuffled once again into the deck. Be sure to remember
amulet which is used during game play.
your cards information for the duration of the day. In this case it may be
helpful to take notes of the cards given since you cannot take the cards
Amulets
with you.
This amulet is the spiritual, social and individual embodiment of the Anacriptist ghost that it represents. There are a number of amulets already available
that you may use for game play to host one of the already playable character
Anacriptist ghosts. If you would like to host a different character, it is up
to you to link the bond. In order to do this you must first understand who
your character is. By this intention alone you will be able to accumulate a
very generic set of character traits that when accumulated will vaguely
represent your character.
The traits you must decide on are:
Mains (significant characteristics)
Skill: one thing that your character is specifically trained in
Phobia: one thing that your character is afraid of / repulsed by
Quirk: one thing that only your character would do
Basics (common characteristics)
3 common character traits

Rituals, Locations, Handicaps and Fortunes
A
A
A
A

Ritual card designates the action that you are to carry out
Location card designates the location where the ritual will take place
Fortune is a piece of wisdom specifically for the player it is given to
Handicap removes a capability or creates an obstruction for the player

Since Fortunes and Handicaps are not cards, it is required that SenTech
employee(s) create their own Fortune and Handicaps before the campaign
to be given out when a player lands on a space containing either of
these attributes.
Methods
A method is any one of the following:
Illustration, Sculpture, Photo, Sound, Language, Choreography or Wild

A few examples of what each method card may be translated to:
Illustration can be a rubbing, a drawing, an assemblage
These traits will lead you to being able to craft your amulet. In order to
Sculpture can be an installation, a found object, a made object
ensure a maximum link, you must also hybridize your own ancestral, social, Photo can be a photo taken, a found image, a manipulated found image
and individual character with that of your characters. The size of the amulet Sound can be a recording, a conversation, a monologue, a song, something
that SenTech has determined to be most ideal for this link is 10cm x 10cm
pieced together, something found
x 1cm. Your amulet must be durable enough to last through the game play Language can be a text, a story, a conversation, a writing
campaign. It must also be wearable as you will need to have it on your
Food can be purchased, made, ingredients, offerings
body throughout your LERP.
Choreography can be a dance, a pattern, a path, a directive, a performance
Wild means that you are able to choose your method for that day
SenTech Employee(s)
You may also land on a location where there is more than one method.
SenTech Employee(s) are human avatars, similar to the game play avatars
In this case you must find a way to combine them.
but they do not need amulets in order to Neural-Link. Players who choose to

Collaboration
If you land on the space where another player’s token sits, you will work
with them for that day’s events. In this collaboration you will combine your
cards and methods together.
Location cards in a collaboration
If your location cards are both city specific cards (detailing a specific location
in the city you are currently playing in), you may either choose one location,
or keep both locations. If you have a specific location and a non-specific
location you must play both. If either of you have a higher number than 1
location card you may play them all or discard until you only have two
location cards between you.

SenTech employee(s) have the opportunity here to define how to close the
day’s events based on the needs of the players. It may be that this time is
used to have players share their days events as a group, or to have players
speak alone with the SenTech employes about concerns or questions. It may
be useful, if the SenTech employee(s) decide to have the players share information to the group, that they determine a specific number of people to do so
each day, so that this sharing does not take too much time. In this case it
is recommended that during the opening ceremony these numbers are already
considered and with specific characters in mind. The SenTech employee(s)
should then, in the Opening Ceremony notify these characters of what will
be required of them by the end of the day so that they can prepare for it.
Ritual Tendency and the Symbolic Output Refinement

Ritual cards in a collaboration
In a collaboration you must play any number of ritual cards that you have
collectively in total.

Once the game campaign is done (the length of the game determined by the
SenTech employee(s) at the beginning of play), characters have a specified
amount of time (hours or days: decided upon by the SenTech employee(s)) in
order to formalize the Ritual Symbolisms from the preceding days into preHandicap and Fortune in a collaboration
sentable model(s). This is done in order to expand insight into the creation
In a collaboration your collaborator does not acquire your handicap or fortune. of Ritual Tendency and the Symbolic representation of such ritualisms.
In this time LERP persists but the Nonoki game board play does not. During
In a collaboration, you may choose which of the methods you would like to this time there are no longer Opening Ceremonies. During this time players
use, the minimum is one of the specified methods.
are able to work where they would like or where they need to. The symbolic
model(s) will be presented on or in a location of the SenTech employee(s)’
It is also possible that a collaboration occurs between more than two players. choosing. The ritual symbolic models will be displayed in a space of the
This can happen if a player lands on another player’s token and a different Employee’s choosing. This event may be private or open to the public.
player lands on either of those two player’s tokens. If that is the case then If it is open to the public, the SenTech employee(s) may be inclined to set
all three must work together for that day. It is possible that all players end up SenTech products at the event to further expand the Nonoki franchise.
up collaborating if all amulets end up on gameboard locations where tokens
are placed.
Closing Ceremony (ending the Neural Link)
Landing on the space of another’s Amulet
If you land on a space where another player’s amulet is, then you each may
choose one of their characteristics for your days ritual, but this does not
mean that you collaborate. The same applies if more than two amulets land
on the space. You may each look over the characteristics and choose only
one from any. You may change your decision each time someone lands on
that shared space.
The Conclusion of the Opening Ceremony

The Closing Ceremony is arranged by the SenTech employees. This ceremony
is symbolic of closing the campaign and ends the connection between avatar
and ghost. The ceremony takes place on the day after the Symbolic presentations. In order to do this, each character must remove their amulet and place
it on the board game. This is done one by one, where each player may
choose to say something about their experience with their ghost. Once all
amulets are collected on the board game, avatars encircle the board and partake in an exorcise ritual to break the connection.

The Opening Ceremony is concluded when all players have taken their turn
on the Nonoki board and have been paired with their cards and methods.
After this all avatars besides SenTech employees will embark on their New
Ritual Tendency, which is directed by their cards from the ceremony.

SenTech Employees responsible for initial dispersion of the Nonoki message:
The New Ritual Tendency
Loes Claessens
Moriz Oberberger
The New Ritual Tendency begins once your days opening ceremony has come Austin Redman
to an end. Before leaving the site of the Opening Ceremony make sure that
you understand how to proceed and speak to the SenTech employee(s) if you
Anacritpists of Arkwelpsat Peigytrofa:
need further explanation or to refer back to the game rules.
Sarah Cleeremans
Darío Dezfuli
This portion of the game play lasts four hours and involves all players
Frédérique Gagnon
(besides SenTech employees) migrating away from the Opening Ceremony
Miron Galic
site while interpreting their cards, fortunes methods and handicaps. SenTech Nicha Keeratiphanthawong
Employee(s) will stay at the starting point while the other players are
Simona Koutná
involved in their New Ritual Tendency.
Michelle Lin
Mariana Lobão
The Ritual Symbolic
Gerardo Madera
Jannete Mark
The New Ritual Tendency motivates characters to identify new patterns of Rebecca Metzger
ritualism by determining an approach through the suggestion of the cards.
Tabea Nixdorff
The cards are seen as a carrier of potential for expanding intention and ritu- Mirjam Reili
alism through all experiences. This is the core essence of Nonoki game play. Hannah Sakai
The ritualistic behaviors that can be interpreted through the combining of
Andrea Salerno
the cards will then be reproduced and symbolized through the method given. Sangah Shin
The symbolism concentrates and reflects the energy of the Ritual Tendency Maria Smit
so to immortalize it beyond thought. In this process the symbolic blurs with Michiel Terpelle
the ritual, possibly itself becoming the ritual tendency. In all cases it depends
on the intuition and interpretation of the character who is playing.
Special thanks to: Anniek Brattinga, Armand Mevis, Robert Milne,
Paul Elliman
Daily Closing Ceremony
After the hours of New Ritual Tendency, all players should return back to
the site of the Opening Ceremony to close out the day’s events.

If you would like to carry SenTech products please email SenTech at
info@arkwelpsatpeigytrofa.org

Amulets and Characters
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Abeta

Shell side up: You are not speaking in your learnt audible language, meaning
you don’t make speech-sounds.
Instead of experiencing this as silence, you listen deeply to the sonic realm of
yourself and your surrounding.
Flesh side up: You speak, and your language expands familiar speech-sounds.
The source of your language comes from the captured forces in the shell, you
are all open and giving, embracing the vulnerability of a turtle upside down.
Adroí

Mains
Skill: Excavation, Phobia: High-Tech, Quirk: Colorful
Basics
Unmethodical, Naive, Passionate
Wired Comb
Wired Comb for entangled cabling in the age of affordable beauty.
Overheated server, data center perm.
I.T. fiber braids, sea urchin fringe.
Crustacean diffuser for ergonomic extensions.
Prosthetic networking fade.
Keratin Gigabit.
Arima

Mains
Skill: Object Crafting, Phobia: Paradox, Quirk: Repetitious Style
Basics
Confident, Reliant, Gentle
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“It’s for the family. Please take it.”

Mains
Skill: Esoteric Translation, Phobia: Heights, Quirk: Rhythmic Sequencing
Basics
Negligent, Patient, Uncooperative
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This amulet supports you in transcending the legitimised framework of language.
It does so, by giving you two symbols for your state of being in the world.
Imagine it as a shell, covering your chest and taking in your bodily resonance
to your surrounding, drawing from your archive of feelings as a source of
expanded consciousness.
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Unwillingly obedient, my mother took it from me and put it to her mouth.
There were only a few drops left in the now-shrunken, elastic shell, but she
squeezed them out, swallowed them, and after a few moments some of the
lines of tension began to smooth from her face.

Mains
Skill: Ambidextrous, Phobia: Heat, Quirk: Conspiratorial
Basics
Preserving, Quiet, Self-Reliant
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“El refresco rojo is for the children,” my mother said.
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Eccbare

Mains
Skill: Rapid Knowledge, Phobia: Preexisting Structure, Quirk: Sonic Distortion
Basics
Empathetic, Distant, Subjective

Quedéfréri

Helix, superior colliculi, modiolus, tragus and antitragus, medulla oblongata, pinna,
internal meatus, concha, malleus, incus, stapedius, tensor tympani, cerebellar artery,
perilymph, lobule, porus acusticus, endolymph, cochlea, fossa, scala vestibule,
lemniscus, superior temporal sulcus, periolivary nuclei, temporal lube, medial
geniculate nucleus, scala tympani, flocculus, foramen of Luschka, anti helical
fold, anti helix, basilar membrane, cilia, cerebellopontine angle, dorsal and frontal
cochlear nucleus, microvilli, superior olivary complex, tectorial membrane, tactical
spiral, etc.

Through vibrant levels at breakneck velocities, a long, tube-like shape is turned
into a distorted and twisted alert signal.
Depending on wave vibration and the tension or release of nearly-closed lips,
also called the ‘embouchure’, we can produce different buzzing sounds : let us
communicate with the ghost.

A familiar, harmless shape suddenly becomes loathsome… Vaguely appearing to
belong to a body — like an appendix — it perversely pretends to be medical
while reminding us of the patient.
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Mains
Skill: Luck, Phobia: Gestures, Quirk: Circuitous Movement
Basics
Manipulative, Sarcastic, Ambitious

Gansah

Mains
Skill: Chemistry, Phobia: Waste, Quirk: Occam’s Razor
Basics
Timid, Temperamental, Active
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Rinom

There are two of me inside of myself Me in heaven and another down in
hell but that’s how I am who I am Pink or Black? Which do you like?
The magic reveals your another self You can become anything It’s magic
Fantastic na Magic Just like the birth of a universe, with pink, I am reborn
I’ll trap you inside a black hole with my black eyes Pink or Black? Which
do you like? The Magic reveals your another self You can become anything
It’s magic Fantastic na Magic Fantastic It’s magic

The first time I saw it, I immediately knew.
It was then that I found out.
On this moment everything changed.
Somewhere in space and time things just seemed to shift.
(…)
I couldn’t read the words but I could sense their meaning.
This one felt different.
Personal?
An earthling and I shared the exact same dreams.
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Hahnan

Saahr

Mains
Skill: Swift Reflex, Phobia: Enclosures, Quirk: Vehement
Basics
Independent, Indiscreet, Radiant

Mains
Skill: Intuition, Phobia: Essence, Quirk: Paradoxical
Basics
Affectionate, Narrow-Minded, Excitable

My thumb is sore from trying to light fire. Nonstop. This is a portable device
used to trigger a reflex. The body increases blood pressure. I can feel a nervous
flickering. Rhythmic interruptions are defending you against enclosure. Your skin
reveals a radiant feeling. Light up independency. Is this a flammable object?
A representation is melting into my hand. Relationships dripping into each other.
The impression of malleability pushing to the surface. It is a hard piece of
plastic strapped to my arm and I am currently hosting a ghost.

This creature has 8 appendages, which they trail behind them as they swim.
It roams through a tasteless, odourless and nearly colourless chemical substance
which is Earth’s main constituent: a matter humans call water. Their sight
is excellent sight and are among the most intelligent and behaviourally diverse
animals. They are inquisitive, can be affectionate, observant, even friendly, but the
architecture of their nervous system is completely different from the vertebrate
plan. Unlike humans, octopuses keep the majority of their 500m neurons in their
arms, which can not only touch but smell and taste. This gives them exquisite
sensitivity and they quite literally have minds of their own.
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Inhac

Mains
Skill: Absolute Direction, Phobia: Assemblage, Quirk: Secrecy
Basics
Bold, Calm, Vulnerable

“What does it feel like to be an octopus? To be a jellyfish? Does it feel like
anything at all? Which were the first animals whose lives felt like something
to them?”*
*(Peter Godfrey-Smith, Other Minds: The Octopus, the Sea, and the Deep
Origins of Consciousness)

As he inhibits his hosts Climihe encourages them to take note of all graphic
phenomena, rather than those produced by conventional instruments. As all
sounds are potentially musical, all graphics are potentially notative. For graphic
notations to represent music the viewer as listener becomes an instrument
for decoding and hearing the composition. But Climihe does not just want you
to connect the dots, he wants you to place them too. Pure shapes produce the
sound in your head as your awareness shifts to the essence of the composition
instead of its form.

An extracted liquid substance found under the Arkwelpsat Peigytrofa planet’s surface
and the SenTech®’s electronic waste disintegrated into magnetic-like material
1 6 		
Somani
blended together becoming a physical medium/spiritualist that synchronises NICHA
and INHAC together in the form of a symbolic amulet.
Mains
Its shape derived from some constraints of amulet generated machine. Dimension is Skill: Totemism, Phobia: Decay, Quirk: Surprise
10 x 10 x 1 enitmerctes.
Basics
Make visible precisely through this design.
Indiscriminate, Crafty, Modest
The amulet’s base made out of sacred concrete from the planet Earth is a perfect
catalyst for the pairing process,
Pining in resin
also helps the operation run smoothly.
Golden rain, daffodil, buttercup, primrose, blueberries.
Guide:
When I was little, me, my mother and grandmother went to pick mushrooms
Amulet functions in many contexts. Apart from being used as token in the Nonoki and linden blossoms.
game play, it also works as a revolving compass.
In the woods, by a pond and in a field. Every bush and every meadow was
Help navigate parallel directions between the human sphere and ghost realm. One mapped and all the neighbours shared their catches, while concealing the
arm contains a magnetic particle guiding the absolute direction. Some might value
abundant places.
it as an object meditation or artefact charm. Special; decorative plus wearable piece, March 24, 2019. Sonsbeek spring. Washed away. Do you remember, what did
magnetic brooch.
you collect? Simona Vlasta Renáta.
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Climihe

Mains
Skill: Musical, Phobia: Speed, Quirk: Cryptic
Basics
Logic, Disorganized, Dynamic

Denara

Imaanar

Mains
Skill: Non Verbal, Communication, Phobia: Water, Quirk: Physical Obfuscation
Basics
Nervous, Objective, Enthusiastic

Mains
Skill: Mana Absorption, Phobia: Images, Quirk: Daydreams
Basics
Curious, Discrete, Dishonest

I was shaken awake as it appeared in a burst of light.
Everything around me became white and formless.
Waiting for my eyes to get accustomed to the brightness, I rushed off the bed
and started patting the shelf in search of my Polaroid sunglasses.
By the time I reached them, the light had faded as if it had never been.
And so I saw it.
Denara had no discernible features, except for his face.
I swear it looked like Ian McKellen’s.
‘What can I do for you’ I asked in a whisper.
No words were uttered in return, yet it felt like it spoke with
many voices.
With a single raise of the eyebrows the message was made clear.
Then it was gone.

Imaanar’s despise of images made her skeptical at first about establishing a
connection with the subject ‘Mariana’ as suggested by intermediaries at SenTech.
However, upon gathering that the subject could speak very fast and kind of rap
to EMINEM’s anthem Lose Yourself, she reconsidered her to be suitable and
proceeded to make contact.
The connection was established during an afternoon nap, forcing Mariana into
sleep paralysis. Imaanar’s message, brutally delivered during this delicate state,
effectively led Mariana to comply with a precise demand: to produce a discrete
teeth-wrap that would ensure Imaanar’s power, can only be channeled through
one single subject on Earth.

Finding myself once again alone in the room, I sighed with joy.
Somehow I knew exactly what I was requested to produce: a waterproof copy
of the keys of my room that would provide my guest with a safe shelter on
Earth whenever needed.
Only now that the copy has been made I start questioning the level of
accuracy of my interpretation. There is, in fact, a high degree of subjectivity
in non-verbal communication.
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Doergar

Mains
Skill: Alchemy, Phobia: Screens, Quirk: Vanishing
Basics
Aimless, Conforming, Imaginative
“Doergar, I would like you to have what’s left of the refresco rojo.”
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Licemehel

Mains
Skill: Vertical Mobility, Phobia: Shadows, Quirk: Motto
Basics
Perceptive, Poor Impulse Control, Negligent
“Good afternoon. History is ending. Who knows when? Are you hallucinating?
Probably. It’s okay to hope it’s all a dream. Look up. You are traveling through
space. You are looking for something to hook onto. Your journey is almost over.
Your time is now. Try to live. Try to focus. Use the claw. It’s about more
than barbecue, I assure you. It’s about the great question science can never
answer: Why? It’s time to travel to the epicenter of the void. This is where
time and space meet… and probably realize they are the same thing. Bask in
the radiance of your sun. Ha ha ha ha ha ha. Yes. I am laughing at you.”
Everybody is laughing at me now. Maybe that wasn’t the right answer.
Where have I heard this before?
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Tejanen

Mains
Skill: Pattern Recognition, Phobia: Peripheral Paranoia, Quirk: Complicated Articulation
Basics
Antagonistic, Imperceptive, Savant
When peripheral paranoia will cover your thoughts.
When voices will lead you astray.
I will guide you through the waterfall of patterns.
I will collect them inside myself, they will help us to find the
answer to the secret knowledge that I carry in myself and am
unable to solve.
I brought you to yourself and into your own heart.
Full moon brings the beginning of clarity.
We will go together through the eternal transformation of the Ever Unchanging.
The end of knowledge is the beginning of wisdom.
Beginning, middle and end, it is the copulatory, it is me who brings all things
together and conjoins them.

Amulet bondings made by
01 Tabea Nixdorff, 02 Darío Dezfuli, 03 Maria Smit, 04 Michiel Terpelle,
05 Andrea Salerno, 06 Gerardo Madera, 07 Rebecca Metzger, 08 Sangah Shin,
09 Hannah Sakai, 10 Nicha Keeratiphanthawong, 11 Mariana Lobão,
12 Michelle Lin 13 Frédérique Gagnon, 14 Miron Galic, 15 Sarah Cleeremans,
16 Simona Koutná, 17 Jannete Mark
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